1. start with the bird base

3. open slightly

6. flap one leaf

7. flap one side up
and then the leaf
back
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Ca. 5 - 10 mm depends on the paper size you are
using

2. flap one side up
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5. close the pocket

9. flap one side up
and then the leaf
back

10. Flap wings in their position. Hold
them on rotation point in the middle of
the figure and pull down along the
narrows

8. flap next two leafs
back

17. P
11. Look at this point from above
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12. Flap out over the wing

13. combine red points. Fold the top on the the vertical line and
let the wing part to flap toward on the dashed wing line. Repeat
the same on the left side. (The wing part may need some help
from you to flap toward)

14. unflap the top. Let wing parts in the
position folded in previous step

15. flap down

16. combine red points
(see magnification)

16 a. combine red points. Drag left point to the rihgt
along the arrow while shaping the folds shown in the
blue circle. The wing part follows your pull move till
90°

16 b. combine red points. Drag left point to the rihgt
along the arrow while shaping the folds shown in the
blue circle. The wing part follows your pull move .
Repeat this on the left side.

17. Put the end under other layers
19. Make a crimp fold. Be aware of
proportion 1/1,5 <= bridge/neck < 1/1
18. Make a crimp fold

20. Fold both sides slightly over the
middle and shape the down part of the
wing in same angel as the upper part.

bridge
neck

21. Unfold both sides but left the
wing parts be folded

22. Roll sides to the midland hide the down
part under the rolled sides

23. Shape the disruptors (reverse
outside fold)

1a
2

2

1b

ca. 90°

1

24. Make M-fold along the neck
and push it a little together

25. Adjust angels on the wings and
you are ready

